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EPISTEMIC INJUSTICE IN
MEDICINE AND HEALTHCARE
Havi Carel and Ian James Kidd

1. Introduction
This chapter explores the relation of epistemic injustice to medicine and healthcare as they
arise from epistemic asymmetries and differential power relations. Healthcare systems rely
on complex structures of epistemic norms and expectations, both implicit and explicit, that
create knowledge asymmetries – for instance, privileging the knowledge derived from medical
training and theory, rather than that potentially rooted in patient experience, which effectively limits epistemic authority to healthcare practitioners. The privileging of certain forms
of experience ampliﬁes this by creating experiential asymmetries: phenomenologists of illness
have disclosed how ill persons experience both their illness and the social world, including healthcare environments (Toombs 1987). Chronically ill patients, in particular, experience their illness not as localized biological dysfunction, but as ongoing, pervasive, perhaps
all-encompassing – a deﬁnitive ‘mode of being’. Although illness may be only one aspect of
that ‘mode’ or way of life, it can come to dominate their identity either as they conceive it,
or, more signiﬁcantly, as others do.
By contrast, most practitioners can leave the world of illness, at the end of the day, physically and psychologically, experiencing it through the context of a professionalised domain
(see Kalanithi 2016; Klitzman 2007). The power structures of healthcare systems can also
indirectly affect the epistemic conﬁdence and capacities of ill persons. Many are vulnerable
and fragile in various ways – physically, emotionally, socially – as a result of their condition
and treatment, and the difﬁculties of life as an ill person in an often uncooperative, uncompassionate social world. Such fragility is apt to challenge the autonomy and dignity that
epistemic agency requires – for instance, patients often require permission for everyday tasks,
such as receiving a visitor or eating certain foods.1 Similarly, epistemic agency can be challenged through one’s being complexly dependent on friends and family, healthcare staff, or
even strangers.
We suggest that such asymmetries, dependencies, and power relations can increase the vulnerability of patients to epistemic injustice. In this chapter, we describe some of the relevant structural and epistemic features of medicine and healthcare, and indicate some potential ameliorative
strategies (see Carel and Kidd 2014; Kidd and Carel 2016).
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2. Epistemology, illness, and healthcare
Epistemically toned criticisms of healthcare systems are not new, but analysing them using the
concept of epistemic injustice is.2 Such criticisms take two forms. The ﬁrst are patient complaints,
made by ill persons, especially those with prolonged and involved experience of healthcare, who
report, inter alia, that their doctor does not listen to their concerns, or that their reports about their
condition are marginalised during examinations, or that they encounter substantial difﬁculties
in their efforts to make themselves understood to the healthcare professionals (HCPs) charged
with their care.
The second are health professional complaints, made by practitioners, including nurses, doctors,
surgeons, and consultants, often but not always directed towards the perceived epistemic failures
of patients (‘not always’, since the epistemic hierarchies among medical staff could generate
injustices – for instance, the knowledge a nurse has from daily interactions with patients may not
be appreciated by a doctor who only checks periodically). Practitioners often report that patients
tend to provide medically irrelevant information, offer odd observations, or otherwise fail to
contribute epistemically to the collection of medical data – a bad thing in a culture of deadlines,
targets, and time pressure.
Such complaints conspire to create a situation in which neither group can engage in effective
reciprocal testimonial and hermeneutical relations. This has the result of complicating, and in
some cases compromising, the epistemic relationship between ill persons and HCPs. Such breakdowns can have serious practical consequences. Patients may become unable or unwilling to give
complete or accurate reports of their symptoms. Compliance with treatments falters. Hospitals
become perceived as places of silencing and isolation, as well as sickness. HCPs may experience
frustration and increased communication difﬁculties.
It is clear that these epistemic problems are systematic and longstanding features of healthcare
systems, rather than isolated, incidental cases of atypical failure. There is an abundant body of
empirical evidence – historical, sociological, and anecdotal – that documents the many forms of
epistemic problems in healthcare. In the late 1960s, for instance, paediatrician Barbara M. Korsch
et al. (1968, 1969), now an expert in medical communication, describes various ‘gaps in doctorpatient communication’. Her aim was not just diagnostic, but therapeutic: once the causes of
these gaps are identiﬁed, one can work out how to close them – by reforming doctor training, say.
Our claim is that the sorts of epistemic problems described so far are grounded in contingent features of healthcare systems, resulting in epistemic and non-epistemic harms to patients,
who are not ‘heard’, or treated as subjects of knowledge, in ways that can affect their treatment
and care. Such problems can, we propose, be understood and ameliorated if analysed using the
concept of epistemic injustice. That concept is needed, because previous and current attempts
at resolving these problems have, so far, met with little success: a vast pathographic literature –
books, blogs, diaries, narratives – continues to include epistemic complaints of exclusion, ‘silencing’, and marginalisation (Frank 2010) and, to take one example, the UK Patients’ Association
reports that complaints about communication are among the most frequent it receives.3 Clearly
many ill persons will be epistemically and communicatively impaired, often as a consequence of
their condition. An epistemic injustice will only occur when agential and structural factors erode
or impair the testimonial and hermeneutical capacities of ill persons. Our focus is chronically
somatically ill adults, setting aside paediatric and acutely ill patients and mental illness, which
have their own complexities and therefore require separate treatment (on these, see Burroughs
and Tollefsen 2016; Carel and Györffy 2014; Crichton, Carel, and Kidd 2016; Lakeman 2010;
Scrutton 2017).
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3. Testimonial injustice in healthcare
Ill persons can experience testimonial injustice during interactions with HCPs in medical
contexts or with non-practitioners within the wider social world – a distinction increasingly
blurred within medicalised societies, in ways liable to exacerbate the vulnerability of ill persons
to epistemic injustice (see Wardrope 2014). Ill persons can suffer prejudicial credibility deﬂations and hermeneutical marginalisation at the hands of medical staff, strangers, colleagues,
friends and family, and, perhaps more surprisingly, other ill persons. Their epistemic vulnerability qua ill person can intersectionally amplify other prejudices (see Collins 2017; Smith 2010).
Agential testimonial injustice occurs when a hearer (a HCP, say) allows a negative stereotype
of illness to prejudice their perception and evaluation of the credibility of an ill speaker – a
patient, say. Structural testimonial injustice occurs when certain types of testimonial practice suffer
exclusion or marginalisation due to a socially and epistemically authoritative discourse, such
as that of scientiﬁc medicine.

Stereotypes, credulity, and illness
Agential testimonial injustice is generated by culturally prevalent stereotypes of ill persons, the
majority of which build in negative accounts of their epistemic abilities. The ill are often stereotyped as, inter alia, cognitively impaired, overwrought, unable to ‘think straight’, existentially
unstable, anxious, morbid, and so on, due either to their condition or their psychological response
to it. Such attributions are liable to prejudice how others perceive and evaluate their epistemic
abilities.
Some illnesses are also positively stereotyped, such as the ‘autistic genius’, but the overwhelming majority are not. An ill person may be perceived to necessarily lack the qualities characteristic of a credible epistemic agent – cool, calm, rational, detached, and objective (Goldie 2012).
Moreover, testimonies ordinarily taken to be indicative of credibility, like steady, articulate speech,
are liable to be interpreted as the exception – that one ‘got them on a good day’, a lucky one-off
for the patient.
Many HCPs evince instances of prejudicial credibility judgment. One complained to us that
patients ‘say a lot of irrelevant things, like, “When I eat lettuce, my elbow hurts”, [so] I have to
listen carefully for the important stuff and ignore the rest’.4 But patients tell different stories:
I asked a professor whether being exposed to reduced oxygen levels long-term, the way
I am, would have any detrimental effects on cognitive function e.g. would that explain
why my memory had rapidly become much worse? He just laughed off my genuine
and serious concern by saying he had the same problem and sometimes couldn’t even
remember his wife’s name. I never did get a proper reply to that question
I don’t mention problems because though they are real for me, they’re minor in the
grand scheme of things5
A more graphic historical example, offered by Daniel Dennett, concerns the use in the 1940s of
curare, a paralytic poison, as a general anaesthetic:
The patients were, of course, quiet under the knife [. . .] but when the effects of the
curare wore off, complained bitterly of having been completely conscious and in excruciating pain. The doctors did not believe them. (The fact that most of the patients were
infants and small children may explain this credibility gap.) Eventually a doctor bravely
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committed to an elaborate test under curare and his detailed conﬁrmation of his subjects’ reports was believed by his colleagues.
(1981: 209)
The agential/structural distinction is complicated in these cases, because they involve not only
individual agency, but also a complex background of culturally prevalent stereotypes and structural features of healthcare systems – time pressure, routinisation of tasks, formalisation of diagnostic practice, to mention a few. An optimal epistemic interaction needs supporting conditions,
which healthcare systems often fail to provide. Indeed, healthcare commentators, practitioners,
and policymakers are engaged in vigorous debates about these problems. A good example is the
emphasis currently given to the solicitation and inclusion of ‘patient perspectives’ (Coulter and
Ellins 2009; Greener 2009; McIver 2011).
Unfortunately, epistemically toned complaints by patients and practitioners persist despite
many reports, initiatives, studies, and reforms. A vast literature now exists on ‘listening to patients’,
‘patient perspectives’, ‘cultural literacy’, and so on, much of it overtly concerned with enhancing
the prospects for effective testimonial and hermeneutical practice in healthcare (see, e.g. Rudd
2015; Srivastava 2007). Such initiatives are not always taken seriously by medical students, which
is unfortunate, not least since they arguably express a latent aspiration to epistemic justice: ‘[a]ny
component of a curriculum upon which interns slap the “touchy-feely” label is doomed in terms
of attendance’ (Ofri 2013, 4).

Information and participation: two perspectives
The testimonial injustices that ill persons suffer can have both an agential and a structural character, as they are the result of the organisation of social communities, as well as the activity of
agents. A healthcare practice or system can be informed or shaped by epistemic prejudices in a
way that conﬁnes the testimonial possibilities available to ill persons. And an agent’s decisions
and actions can also be informed by such prejudices. If an agent can deﬂate the credibility of a
speaker, structural factors can prevent a person from being a speaker in a thick sense by ‘shutting
them out’, before silencing can even begin.
The prejudicial credibility deﬁcits characteristic of testimonial injustice occurs during socialepistemic interactions with others. Christopher Hookway (2010) argues that such deﬁcits can
occur even before those interactions begin. Prejudices can impair a person’s ability to engage
in shared epistemic practice, constituting pre-emptive forms of testimonial injustice.6 Hookway
suggests that two perspectives enable us to reveal the full extent of the epistemic damage caused
by such prejudice: a participatory perspective and an informational perspective. We discuss these
each in turn.
The starting point is the fact that our participation in shared epistemic practices, such as
debating or enquiring, is necessarily premised upon certain presuppositions about our epistemic
peers. These presuppositions take the form of implicit or explicit expectations about the sorts of
capacities and dispositions that our epistemic peers should typically exhibit.
Hookway focuses on two presuppositions. First, that participants will have a sense of relevance, a
capacity to determine which ideas are worth taking seriously, which objections are meritorious,
and so on. A person who lacks a sense of relevance is likely to undermine the efﬁciency of any
epistemic community by failing to properly judge the relevance of their and others’ contributions.
Second, that participants have a capacity to provide information that can meaningfully contribute to
the epistemic task, for instance to provide factual corroboration or correction, or to have sufﬁcient background knowledge of the subject. Hookway identiﬁes two forms perspectives attached
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to these two presuppositions, which uncover the variety of ways in which certain persons and
groups can be excluded from participation in shared epistemic activities (Hookway 2010).
The participatory perspective reveals how a person or group are prejudicially judged to lack
capacities required for having a sense of relevance, and hence as not being suitable participants for
collective epistemic activity. Certain negative prejudices hamper participation because their social
and epistemic consequence is that one is prevented from ‘recognising [a potential participant]
in debate or discussion’ (Hookway 2010, 156). In such cases, a well-placed concern with epistemic efﬁciency is corrupted by being placed in the service of an often-unconscious epistemic
prejudice.
We think that ill persons are vulnerable to participatory prejudices for two reasons. The ﬁrst is
that ill persons are supposed to lack the training and experience needed for the possession of a robust
sense of relevance required for the epistemic practices of medicine. Since ill persons generally lack
medical training, they may be judged to lack the prerequisites for a sense of relevance in medical
contexts. This judgment relies upon the implicit co-deﬁnition of a sense of relevance with medical
expertise, but this excludes the overwhelming majority of ill persons from potential possession of a
sense of relevance. This form of participatory prejudice would be a structural feature of contemporary healthcare practice. The notion of ‘the patient expert’ and acknowledgement of the importance
of patient perspective in co-design methodologies are examples of ﬁrst steps towards tackling the
problem. However, in so far as the discourse and the decision making are continued to be taken to
be primarily medical, the power of such prejudices may continue to exert itself.
The second reason ill persons are vulnerable to participatory prejudices is that they are typically regarded as the objects of, rather than as participants in, the epistemic practices of medicine.
A patient’s participation may be conﬁned to conﬁrming basic biographical details or reporting
symptoms by answering questions of the ‘what sort of pain is it?’ type. If one’s stance towards a
certain social group incorporates the perception of them as providers of information only in this
minimal sense, then it will be difﬁcult for one to regard them as participants in a more epistemically substantive sense.
Hookway also suggests we view the problem from an informational perspective. This perspective
reveals how a person or group are prejudicially judged to lack the ability to provide information
relevant in a given context and hence as being an unsuitable participant in collective epistemic
activity. This problem can arise in two mutually reinforcing ways. First, a refusal to concede the
signiﬁcance of the information being offered by a particular individual or group. This is especially liable to occur in cases where the type of information in question is not reﬂected in or
recognised by the experience of the dominant social group, in our case, the healthy. An epistemically dominant group may therefore refuse to concede that certain forms of information (such
as qualitative reports of illness experiences) are relevant and signiﬁcant to the epistemic task at
hand, and therefore prevent it from informing the established epistemic practices; this also rules
out the possibility of that information prompting reform of those practices (see Wainwright and
Macnaughton 2013 for a critique of the exclusion of qualitative data from feeding into guideline
creation).
Second, we may see a refusal to consider presuppositions about the signiﬁcance and types of
information that are legitimate and admissible. An epistemic community will typically operate
with a range of informational presuppositions for legitimate practical and cognitive reasons. The
informational perspective can reveal how members of that community refuse to periodically
reconsider those presuppositions, especially in the face of vigorous and sustained calls by groups
who argue for the signiﬁcance of other forms of information. Hookway argues that because the
excluded forms of information do not inform current practice, it will generally be the case that
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an informational lacuna can only be detected from the ‘participant perspective’ (2010, 158). The
absence of social and epistemic resources can often only be identiﬁed and appreciated by those
marginalised individuals and communities who suffer from their absence – a core sentiment of
standpoint epistemology (Wylie 2004).
We think that ill persons are vulnerable to such prejudice in the two ways described. Ill persons are subject to refusals to concede the relevance of the types of information that they typically
offer, such as information concerning their sense of bodily estrangement or worries about social
isolation. Such information is not widely integrated into modern healthcare practice, and when it
is, it tends to be classiﬁed as ‘subjective’ or ‘non-medical’, and does not trigger action. Ill persons
are also subject to refusals to consider the possible signiﬁcance of the forms of information that
are being excluded, for instance by accepting that existential changes that accompany experiences
of illness are important. Despite persistent testimonies from ill persons, psychologists, philosophers, and phenomenologists, the epistemic norms of medicine remain focused on ‘objective’
quantitative information (Frank 2010; Toombs 1987).7

4. Hermeneutical injustice in healthcare
A patient is vulnerable to hermeneutical injustice if they struggle to access, employ, or share the
resources necessary to create or share the sense of their experiences. This can take two different
forms. First, semantically-based hermeneutical injustice: a patient ﬁnds that the required resources do
not exist, exacerbating a painful sense of the ‘ineffability’ of illness – a frustrating sense of being
unable to ‘get across’ or ‘put into words’ the lived experience of being ill (see Carel 2016).
Second, agency-based hermeneutical injustice: a patient is denied hermeneutical agency by being
prevented or discouraged from participating in meaning-making practices, maybe within healthcare contexts dominated by the epistemic resources and practices of biomedical science (see
Blease et al. 2016). Or, of course, these two could occur together, with patients being unable to
make sense of their experiences or to work to create resources that might help them to. And
consider, too, the more general sorts of difﬁculties that illness, across most of its forms, can impose
on our epistemic and social agency.
In the case of illness, hermeneutical injustice arises because the resources required for the
understanding of the social experiences of ill persons are not accepted as part of the dominant
hermeneutical resources. Most ill persons are capable of describing their experiences in nonexpert terms, but such experiences are often considered inappropriate for public discussion and
play little role in clinical processes. Such experiences are seen as private, if not shameful, and are
also stigmatising (see Goffman 1963). Talking about them can exact a social and personal cost
from the ill person – for example, disclosing one’s HIV status can lead to social exclusion in
certain groups.
Ill persons’ accounts are often dismissed as ‘moaning’, idiosyncratic, or as part of the ‘warm-up’
to the legitimate epistemic activities initiated by a healthcare practitioner. Unless constituting a
formal complaints procedure, such experiences often remain unnoted by HCPs and healthcare
institutions. Despite initiatives such as patient and public involvement (PPI), co-design methodologies, and patient-centred care, by and large such experiences still play little role in the design of
clinical services, performance review, or production of clinical guidelines. The qualitative nature
of such accounts makes them difﬁcult to quantify and they are often considered inadmissible
evidence by medical bodies (Wainwright and Macnaughton 2013). Recent attempts in the UK
to shoehorn the diversity of illness experiences into the ‘friends and family test’ further reduce
the richness of such experiences.8
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Hermeneutical injustice can arise through two sorts of social and epistemic practices, which
act to prevent the promotion of non-dominant hermeneutical resources. The ﬁrst are strategies
of exclusion, which take the form of excluding a currently hermeneutically marginalised group
from the practices and places where social meanings are made, such as professional committees
or legislative bodies. This can take agential or structural forms. Such exclusion can take different
forms, from physical exclusion to subtler forms such as employment of legal or medical terminology and conventions, resulting in the exclusion of those who are not members of those groups
from participating in deliberative processes.
The second are strategies of expression, in which a social group is excluded because, as Fricker
argues, its ‘characteristic expressive style [is not] recognized as rational and contextually appropriate’; if, for instance, adopting an ‘intuitive or an emotional expressive style means that one
cannot be heard as fully rational’ (Fricker 2007, 160–161). If so, the style that a marginalised
group uses in its efforts to make the case for the recognition of its hermeneutical resources
can serve to undermine those very efforts. This can lead to a vicious circle of increasing frustration, leading to more extreme styles of expression, which in turn lead to further epistemic
disenfranchisement.
Are ill persons especially vulnerable to hermeneutical injustice? Our suggestion is that they
are: ill persons typically have non-dominant hermeneutical resources that are not recognised
or respected by the epistemically dominant medical profession, but which are essential to the
understanding of the experience of illness. Ill persons can be, and often are, victims of strategies of
exclusion: they report that they are forced to adopt an epistemically marginal role in consultative
exercises, or that their preferred expressive styles are derogatively interpreted as irrational, perhaps
as a ‘difﬁcult patient’ or the various patients who provoke ‘heartsink’ – feelings of ‘frustration,
irritation, dislike’, and so on – including those labelled by Clark and Croft as ‘clingers’, ‘incommunicatives’, or ‘self-destructives’ (see Wilson and Cunningham 2014, ch.5).
Such pejorative judgments of those expressive styles is reﬂective of a wider philosophical
prejudice that contrasts rationality and emotionality, thereby encouraging a sense that reason
ought to be expressed dispassionately (Burley 2011; Nussbaum 1990). This prejudice is especially apposite in illness because illness typically has an intense impact upon a person’s life and
so invites expression in emotive and anecdotal styles. A person operating with the rationalistic
prejudice will ﬁnd it difﬁcult to regard the expressive styles that ill persons ﬁnd both natural
and appropriate as rational – a difﬁculty that can be resolved if one adopts a more pluralistic view of what counts as an appropriate expressive style, sensitive to the particularities of
experiences of illness (Kidd forthcoming). Indeed, it may be a form of epistemic justice to
trust that ill persons who narrate their experiences do often employ styles appropriate to their
experiences.
These expressive styles may be overtly emotional and display socially unaccepted emotions
such as anger, envy, and fear. The expression may be nonlinear and confusing, jumping between
different events and times. It may be repetitive, as part of a process of acceptance. Or the expression may centre on themes that are difﬁcult to accept, such as mortality, pain, and isolation. The
new areas of research and practice, such as ‘arts and health’, medical humanities, music and dance
therapies, as well as the phenomenology of illness, are a critical challenge to this set of prejudices
about expression, aiming to legitimate varied forms of expression. They can be seen as attempts
to combat hermeneutical injustice by providing expressive means to both make sense of and
communicate the experience of illness.
The hermeneutical injustice that ill persons are particularly susceptible to generally takes
the form of a double injury, because the marginalisation of their resources and expressive styles
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exacerbates the already considerable hermeneutical challenges that ill persons commonly face.
Many experiences of illness evince two hermeneutical features. The ﬁrst is inarticulacy, the difﬁculty of communicating certain aspects of the experience of illness (Carel 2013). The second is
ineffability, the sense that certain aspects of those experiences cannot be communicated to others
through propositional articulation because understanding is premised upon a person’s having
had the requisite bodily experiences. Typical examples of experiences that are hermeneutically
accessible only to those who have had the corresponding personal experiences include childbirth, extreme pain, and religious experience (see, inter alia, Biro 2013; Heyes 2013; Wynn 2005).
Indeed, a striking theme of many pathographies by trained healthcare practitioners testify to
shock at the inability of medical-epistemic resources to articulate the experience of illness (see
Gawande 2014; Kalanithi 2016).

5. The harm to patients
With the phenomena of testimonial and hermeneutical injustice in place, we can now examine
the nature of the primary epistemic harm they suffer. Fricker characterises that harm in terms
of objectiﬁcation, but more recently Gaile Pohlhaus, Jr. (2014) has suggested that it is more fully
understood in terms of truncated subjectivity. Pohlhaus, Jr. argued that the ‘primary harm of testimonial injustice’ should be deﬁned as ‘being relegated to the role of epistemic other, being
treated as though the range of one’s subject capacities is merely derivative of another’s’ (2014).
The victim is not seen as capable of contributing to epistemic practices from her own standpoint:
Consequently, her epistemic labour contributes to the community via which epistemic
interests are pursued, but she is not permitted to contribute in ways that would redirect
epistemic practices toward those parts of her experienced world that extend beyond
or trouble the veracity of the dominantly experienced world. Any contribution that
might do so is summarily denied epistemic support and uptake by dominant members
of the community.
(2014, 107)
Patients seem to occupy the position of ‘other’ in Pohlhaus, Jr.’s sense, in that their testimony is
regularly solicited and indeed essential (e.g. in reporting symptoms or side effects of a drug),
but nonetheless they remain a ‘derivatised subject’, i.e. a subject whose capacities are reduced
to attending only to what stems from the perpetrator’s perspective (2014, 105). Patient testimonies are sought as sources of factual information, but testimony about the lived experience
of illness and the clinical encounter, which may challenge the medical view, is excluded from
consideration and plays no formal role in decision-making and service design. Thus in cases
of testimonial injustice, patients are perceived as ‘somewhere between an epistemic subject and
object’ (2014, 107).
Pohlhaus, Jr.’s account accurately captures the epistemic plight of many ill persons in healthcare contexts: ﬁrst, they are afforded limited capacities to epistemically contribute, usually by providing factual information, but not by offering their distinctive experiences. Second, their epistemic
labour contributes to the epistemic practices of healthcare systems, but they are not permitted
to contribute in ways that redirect the interests or concerns of those systems. One may call this
an infringement of patients’ epistemic autonomy. These two points can only be uncovered by an
epistemic analysis; this shows both the theoretical efﬁcacy and practical signiﬁcance of such an
analysis, which can open the way to reforming healthcare practices in order to address this issue.
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Both empowering patients’ epistemic practices and autonomy and tackling epistemic injustice by
combating negative stereotypes are required (Carel 2012).

6. Summary
This chapter explored epistemic injustice in medicine and healthcare. Howsoever, several issues
that may also point towards future work remain unresolved. The recent ‘narrative turn’ in medicine has had profound inﬂuence on medical education and professional development.9 Medical
students, trainees, and practitioners have been invited to learn how to listen to patient narratives
and how to utilise those narratives in clinical practice. We suggest that this development needs to
be underpinned with a call for reﬂection on ‘ground ﬂoor’ conceptions of the nature of health
and of what counts as medically relevant knowledge and understanding. This kind of reﬂection is distinctly philosophical and thus complements the literary and applied work of narrative
medicine.
Perhaps we also require a deeper sense of structural epistemic injustice: forms of injustice generated by systems, institutions, and practices. Certain conceptions of health may contain latent
prejudices about nature of credibility, understanding, and explanation in medical and healthcare
contexts. Think, for instance, of ‘naturalistic’ characterisations of health and disease as biological
dysfunctions, best understood using the concepts and practices of biological science (see, e.g.
Boorse 1975, 1977). On this model, epistemic relevance is conﬁned to science and scientiﬁcally
trained HCPs in a way that may generate epistemic prejudices against patients. Yet the door may
swing both ways: Jeremy Wardrope (2014) has argued that medicalisation may illuminate, rather
than occlude, the experiences of patients. If so, then subtle analyses of the nature of authority
and credibility are needed, as they feed into our concepts of epistemic ‘peerage’ in healthcare (see
Freeman 2015).
We hope that research on these sorts of issues will give a better account of how to enable and
enrich the testimonial and hermeneutical capacities of ill persons, healthcare practitioners, and
the public.10
Related chapters: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 18, 20, 22, 26, 33
Havi Carel’s work on this paper was generously funded by a Wellcome Trust Senior Investigator
Award (grant no. 103340).

Notes
1 Of course this is done for good medical reasons, but is still a radically different experience for most
adults, and leads to a sense of diminished autonomy and disempowerment.
2 A classic example of the former is Illich (1975).
3 See www.patients-association.org.uk/patient-stories/ (accessed on 11 July 2016).
4 Personal communication.
5 These examples are taken from responses to a query we posted on a patient mailing list in 2012.
6 Fricker has recently developed the notion of ‘structural testimonial injustice’ to clarify the preemptive
character of certain testimonial injustices. See (or, rather, hear) her keynote lecture, ‘Epistemic Injustice
Revisited’, delivered at the conference Understanding Epistemic Injustice, University of Bristol, 26 June
2014, available to download at www.bristol.ac.uk/philosophy/research/epistemic-injustice-/
7 Although many healthcare practitioners argue that such detachment is essential for emotional reasons,
many recent writers protest this. See, for instance, (Groopman 2008; Ofri 2013).
8 See www.england.nhs.uk/statistics/statistical-work-areas/friends-and-family-test/friends-and-familytest-data/ (accessed on 11 July 2016).
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9 A good resource is the Columbia University Medical Centre Program in Narrative Medicine, which
hosts Intima: A Journal of Narrative Medicine: www.narrativemedicine.org/index.html
10 We are grateful to José Medina and Gaile Pohlhaus, Jr. for very helpful comments on an earlier draft of
this chapter. A bibliography of work on epistemic injustice and illness is maintained at www.academia.
edu/30136837/Epistemic_Injustice_and_Illness_Bibliography
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